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Abstract
The Internet of Things plays an increasingly important
role in various fields. However, there are many devices
in the Internet of Things that are unbalanced in terms of
computing and storage capacity, which should be given
full consideration. Recently, Zhang et al. proposed two
unbalancing pairing-free identity-based authenticated key
exchange (AKE) protocols for disaster scenarios, which
was claimed to achieve forward security and impersonation attack resilience. In this paper, we show that two
proposed AKE protocols are lack of forward security and
also cannot resist key compromise impersonation attack.
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1

Introduction

The Internet of Things has been developing rapidly in recent years, bringing a lot of convenience services to people in various fields of the society. In the environment of
Internet of Things, there are a substantial number of sensors, radio frequency cards and other devices with different computing and storage capabilities. In order to ensure
secure communications among these devices, we usually
use authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocols [2,6–13]
to generate the session keys for encrypting messages over
public network.
Although there are many AKE protocols for Internet of
Things, they are seldom designed for disaster scenarios.
In such scenarios, secure data transmissions among un-

balanced devices are very important. Recently, Zhang et
al. [14] proposed two pairing-free identity-based AKE protocols, called UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2 protocol.
Both of them were designed for the limited devices with
unbalanced computational ability. Zhang et al. proved
their two UPIAP protocols’ security in the mBR model [2]
and compared the performance with pairing-free AKE
protocols in [3, 5, 12]. However, in this paper, we will analyze the security of the UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2
protocol, and show that both of them still exist some security flaws. In details, if the adversary can learn two
parties’ long-term private keys, he can recover the previous session keys. In addition, if the adversary can learn a
party’s secret key or partial secret key, he can impersonate the other party to cheat the party, who divulges his
own long-term private key.
The remainder of this paper will firstly introduce some
notations and desirable security attributes in Section 2.
Then we briefly review UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2
protocol in Section 3. Further, Section 4 points out the
weaknesses of UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2 protocol.
Conclusion will be given in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

This section briefly introduces some notations and security attributes in Table 1, which are used in the UPIAP1
protocol and UPIAP2 protocol. More details can refer
to [14].
In general, the basic desirable attributes of secure AKE
protocols include key compromise impersonation (KCI)
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Notations
τ
Zp∗
G
M
s
Ppub
X̂
(sX̂ , vX̂ )

(RX̂ , VX̂ )
H1
H2
HM AC

Table 1: Notations
Description
security parameter
{1, 2, · · · , p − 1}
a cyclic additive group of order p,
P is a generator of this group
the adversary
Key Generation Center (KGC)’s
master private key
KGC’s master public key,
where Ppub = sP
party who involves in the AKE protocol
party X̂’s long-term private key,
where sX̂ P = RX̂ + H1 (X̂ k RX̂ ) · Ppub
and vX̂ ∈ Zp∗
party X̂’s long-term public key,
where RX̂ = rX̂ · P , rX̂ ∈ Zp∗
and VX̂ = vX̂ · P
a hash function from {0, 1}∗ to Zp∗
a hash function from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}τ
a verification hash function from
{0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}τ
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Step 1. The initiator Â randomly generates a value â ∈
Zp∗ . Then Â sends the message Iˆ1 to the responder
B̂ as follows:
Â → B̂ : Iˆ1 = {RÂ , VÂ , EphÂ },
where EphÂ = â + vÂ .
Step 2. After receiving the message Iˆ1 , B̂ randomly generates a value b̂ ∈ Zp∗ and computes EphB̂ = b̂ + vB̂ .
Then B̂ computes the session key components as follows:
KB̂1 = sB̂ · (TÂ − VÂ ) + b̂(RÂ + H1 (Â k RÂ ) · Ppub ),
KB̂2 = b̂ · (TÂ − VÂ ),
where TÂ = EphÂ · P and TB̂ = EphB̂ · P .
Finally, B̂ sends the message R̂ to Â as follows:
B̂ → Â : R̂ = {RB̂ , VB̂ , TB̂ , TÂ , M ACB̂ },
where M ACB̂ = HM AC(KB̂1 k KB̂2 , RB̂ k VB̂ k
TB̂ k TÂ ).
Step 3. After receiving the message R̂, Â generates the
session key components as follows:

security, key control security and forward security [4], etc.
In this section, we only describe some security attributes
involved in the analysis of two UPIAP protocols.
• Forward security. If two parties’ long-term private
keys are compromised simultaneously, the adversary
cannot recover previous session keys.
• KCI security. Suppose Â’s private key (sÂ , vÂ ) is
compromised. The adversary cannot impersonate B̂
to cheat Â.

KÂ1 = sÂ · (TB̂ − VB̂ ) + â(RB̂ + H1 (B̂ k RB̂ ) · Ppub ),
KÂ2 = â · (TB̂ − VB̂ ).
Then Â checks M ACB̂ . If V ER(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RB̂ k
VB̂ k EphB̂ , M ACB̂ ) equals to 1, it is valid. Â generates the session key SKÂB̂ = H2 (Â k B̂ k TÂ k TB̂ k
KÂ1 k KÂ2 ) and sends the message Iˆ2 to B̂:
Â → B̂ : Iˆ2 = {M ACÂ },

where M ACÂ = HM AC(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RÂ k VÂ k
• Partial KCI security. Suppose Â’s partial key vÂ
EphÂ ).
is compromised. The adversary cannot impersonate
B̂ to cheat Â.
Step 4. After receiving the message Iˆ2 , B̂ checks M ACÂ .
If V ER(KB̂1 k KB̂2 , RÂ k VÂ k EphÂ , M ACÂ )
equals to 1, it is valid. B̂ generates the session key
3 Review of Two UPIAP ProtoSKB̂ Â = H2 (Â k B̂ k TÂ k TB̂ k KB̂1 k KB̂2 ).

cols

If V ER(KB̂1 k KB̂2 , RÂ k VÂ k EphÂ , M ACÂ ) equals
to 0, it is invalid. B̂ aborts the session.

This section describes Zhang et al.’s two UPIAP protocols
for disaster scenarios, which are claimed to achieve forward security and impersonation attack resilience. Two 3.2 UPIAP2 Protocol
UPIAP protocols include a KGC and two parties respec- In this subsection, we briefly review Zhang et al.’s UPtively, where the KGC initializes the key exchange system IAP2 protocol.
parameters. For the sake of brevity, we omit some unnecStep 1. The initiator Â randomly generates a value â ∈
essary descriptions.
Zp∗ . Then Â sends the message Iˆ1 to the responder
B̂ as follows:

3.1

UPIAP1 Protocol

In this subsection, we briefly review Zhang et al.’s UPIAP1 protocol.

Â → B̂ : Iˆ1 = {RÂ , VÂ , TÂ },
where EphÂ = â + vÂ , TÂ = EphÂ · P .
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Step 2. After receiving the message Iˆ1 , B̂ randomly gen- the UPIAP1 protocol, and prove this protocol without
erates a value b̂ ∈ Zp∗ and computes EphB̂ = b̂ + vB̂ . forward security.
The adversary M can obtain Â’s secret key (sÂ , vÂ ).
Then B̂ computes the session key components as folSince the public ephemeral message EphÂ = â + vÂ , M
lows:
can compute the value of â through the public ephemeral
KB̂1 = sB̂ · (TÂ − VÂ ) + b̂(RÂ + H1 (Â k RÂ ) · Ppub ), message EphÂ . Further, M can use sÂ and vÂ to compute the session key components KÂ1 and KÂ2 . Finally,
KB̂2 = b̂ · (TÂ − VÂ ).
M can use KÂ1 and KÂ2 to recover the previous session
key SKÂB̂ = H2 (Â k B̂ k TÂ k TB̂ k KÂ1 k KÂ2 ), beFinally, B̂ sends the message R̂ to Â as follows:
cause Â, B̂, TÂ and TB̂ are also public messages.
Similarly, the adversary M can mount the attack to the
B̂ → Â : R̂ = {RB̂ , VB̂ , EphB̂ , M ACB̂ },
UPIAP2 protocol successfully. So two proposed protocols
where M AC = HM AC(K
k K , R k V k are lack of forward security.
B̂

B̂1

B̂2

B̂

B̂

EphB̂ ).

4.2

KCI Attack

Step 3. After receiving the message R̂, Â generates the
The key compromise impersonation (KCI) attack resession key components as follows:
silience is a basic attribute for AKE protocols. In this
KÂ1 = sÂ · (TB̂ − VB̂ ) + â(RB̂ + H1 (B̂ k RB̂ ) · Ppub ), subsection, we will prove that the UPIAP1 protocol cannot resist KCI attack. We assume the adversary M has
KÂ2 = â · (TB̂ − VB̂ ).
obtained party Â’s secret key (sÂ , vÂ ). Then the adversary M impersonates party B̂ to cheat Â. The KCI atThen Â checks M ACB̂ . If V ER(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RB̂ k tack’s details are as follows.
VB̂ k EphB̂ , M ACB̂ ) equals to 1, it is valid. Â generStep 1. The initiator Â randomly generates a value â ∈
ates the session key SKÂB̂ = H2 (Â k B̂ k TÂ k TB̂ k
Zp∗ . Then Â sends the message Iˆ1 to the responder
ˆ
KÂ1 k KÂ2 ) and sends the message I2 to B̂:
B̂ as follows:
Â → B̂ : Iˆ2 = {TB̂ , M ACÂ },
where M ACÂ = HM AC(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RÂ k VÂ k
EphÂ ).

Â → B̂ : Iˆ1 = {RÂ , VÂ , EphÂ },
where EphÂ = â + vÂ .

Step 2. The adversary M intercepts the message Iˆ1 , M
randomly generates a value m̂ ∈ Zp∗ and computes
TM = m̂ · P + VB̂ . Since M has sÂ and vÂ , M can
compute â from EphÂ and vÂ . Then M computes
Step 4. After receiving the message Iˆ2 , B̂ checks M ACÂ .
the session key components as follows:
If V ER(KB̂1 k KB̂2 , RÂ k VÂ k EphÂ , M ACÂ )
KM1 = sÂ · (TM − VB̂ ) + â(RB̂ + H1 (B̂ k RB̂ ) · Ppub ),
equals to 1, it is valid. B̂ generates the session key
SKB̂ Â = H2 (Â k B̂ k TÂ k TB̂ k KB̂1 k KB̂2 ).
KM2 = â · (TM − V ),
If V ER(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RB̂ k VB̂ k EphB̂ , M ACB̂ )
equals to 0, it is invalid. Â aborts the session.

B̂

If V ER(KB̂1 k KB̂2 , RÂ k VÂ k EphÂ , M ACÂ ) equals
to 0, it is invalid. B̂ aborts the session.

4

Analysis of Two UPIAP Protocols

Finally, the adversary M impersonates B̂ to send
R̂M to Â as follows:
B̂(M) → Â : R̂M = {RB̂ , VB̂ , TM , TÂ , M ACM },
where M ACM = HM AC(KM1 k KM2 , RB̂ k VB̂ k
TM k TÂ ).

This section will analyze Zhang et al.’s two UPIAP proto- Step 3. After receiving the message R̂M , Â computes
the session key components as follows:
cols and point out security flaws of two UPIAP protocols.
Since UPIAP1 protocol and UPIAP2 protocol are simiKÂ1 = sÂ · (TM − VB̂ ) + â(RB̂ + H1 (B̂ k RB̂ ) · Ppub ),
lar in structure, we only describe the analysis of UPIAP1
protocol.
KÂ2 = â · (TM − VB̂ ).

4.1

Analysis of Forward Security

In the UPIAP1 protocol, Zhang et al. claimed that the
adversary could not obtain previous session keys, even if
the adversary could get Â and B̂’s long-term private keys
by stolen device attack. However, we carefully analyze

Then Â checks M ACM . If V ER(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RB̂ k
VB̂ k EphB̂ , M ACM ) equals to 1, it is valid. Â generates the session key SKÂB̂ = H2 (Â k B̂ k TÂ k
TM k KÂ1 k KÂ2 ) and sends the message Iˆ2 to B̂:
Â → B̂ : Iˆ2 = {M ACÂ },
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where M ACÂ = HM AC(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RÂ k VÂ k
EphÂ ).

Then Â checks M ACM . We have
KM1

= m̂ · (RÂ + H1 (Â k RÂ ) · Ppub )
+ â(RB̂ + H1 (B̂ k RB̂ ) · Ppub )

Step 4. After intercepting the message Iˆ2 , the adversary
M also computes the session key SKMÂ = H2 (Â k
B̂ k TÂ k TM k KM1 k KM2 ).
Since we have KÂ1 = KM1 and KÂ2 = KM2 , it means
that the adversary M can pass Â’s verification successfully and generate the same session key as Â.
Similarly, the adversary M can mount KCI attack to
the UPIAP2 protocol successfully.
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= m̂sÂ P + âsB̂ P
= sÂ · (TM − VB̂ )
+â(RB̂ + H1 (B̂ k RB̂ ) · Ppub )
= KÂ1 ,
KM2

= â · (TM − VB̂ ) = âm̂P
= m̂âP
= â · (TM − VB̂ )
= KÂ2 .

4.3

Partial KCI Attack

In this subsection, we will prove that the UPIAP1 protocol cannot resist partial KCI attack either. We assume
the adversary M has only obtained party Â’s partial secret key vÂ . Then the adversary M impersonates party
B̂ to cheat Â. The partial KCI attack’s details are as
follows.

So V ER(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RB̂ k VB̂ k EphB̂ , M ACM )
equals to 1, it is valid. Â generates the session key
SKÂB̂ = H2 (Â k B̂ k TÂ k TM k KÂ1 k KÂ2 ) and
sends the message Iˆ2 to B̂:
Â → B̂ : Iˆ2 = {M ACÂ },
where M ACÂ = HM AC(KÂ1 k KÂ2 , RÂ k VÂ k
EphÂ ).

Step 1. The initiator Â randomly generates a value â ∈
Zp∗ . Then Â sends the message Iˆ1 to the responder Step 4. After intercepting the message Iˆ2 , the adversary
M also computes the session key SKMÂ = H2 (Â k
B̂ as follows:
B̂ k TÂ k TM k KM1 k KM2 ).
Â → B̂ : Iˆ1 = {RÂ , VÂ , EphÂ },
Since we have KÂ1 = KM1 and KÂ2 = KM2 , it means
that the adversary M can generate the same session key
where EphÂ = â + vÂ .
as Â.
Similarly, the adversary M can mount partial KCI atStep 2. The adversary M intercepts the message Iˆ1 , M tack to the UPIAP2 protocol successfully.
randomly generates a value m̂ ∈ Zp∗ and computes
TM = m̂ · P + VB̂ . Since M has obtained vÂ , M can
Conclusion
compute â from EphÂ and vÂ . Then M computes 5
the session key components as follows:
Secure communication is a vital point in disaster environment, and encryption is the basic guarantees for commuKM1 = m̂ · (RÂ + H1 (Â k RÂ ) · Ppub ) +
nication messages. There have existed many AKE protoâ(RB̂ + H1 (B̂ k RB̂ ) · Ppub ),
cols to generate session keys for encryption. Especially,
KM2 = â · (TM − VB̂ ).
pairing-free identity-based AKE protocols are more adapt
for Internet of Things to generate these session keys. In
this paper, we analyzes the UPIAP1 protocol and UPFinally, the adversary M impersonates B̂ and sends IAP2 protocol, which are two pairing-free identity-based
R̂M to Â as follows:
AKE protocols proposed by Zhang et al. in 2019. The
analysis results show that two UPIAP protocols cannot
B̂(M) → Â : R̂M = {RB̂ , VB̂ , TM , TÂ , M ACM },
obtain the attribute of forward security, or resist KCI attack as well as partial KCI attack. The main reason for
where M ACM = HM AC(KM1 k KM2 , RB̂ k VB̂ k this situation is that there are some security flaws in the
TM k TÂ ).
misusage of ephemeral key and long-term private key. For
designing better protocols to remedy these flaws, we recStep 3. After receiving the message R̂M , Â computes ommend to use the method in [1, 12].
the session key components as follows:
KÂ1 = sÂ · (TM − VB̂ ) + â(RB̂ + H1 (B̂ k RB̂ ) · Ppub ),
KÂ2 = â · (TM − VB̂ ).
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